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Abstract. Computational tools are indispensable in the field of photonic integrated circuits,

for specific design tasks as well as for more fundamental investigations. Difficulties arise from

the usually very limited range of applicability of purely analytical models, and from the fre-

quently prohibitive effort required for rigorous numerical simulations. Hence we pursue an

intermediate strategy. Typically, an optical integrated circuit consists of combinations of ele-

ments (waveguide channels, cavities) the simulation and design of which is reasonably well

established, usually through more or less mature numerical solvers. What remains is to predict

quantitatively the interaction of the waves (modes) supported by these elements. We address

this task by a quite general, “Hybrid” variant (HCMT) of a technique known as Coupled

Mode Theory. Using methods from the realm of finite-element numerics, the optical prop-

erties of a circuit are approximated by superpositions of eigen-solutions for its constituents,

leading to good quantitative, computationally low-dimensional, and easily interpretable mod-

els. This chapter describes the theoretical background of the HCMT approach, explains its

limitations, hints at implementational details, and discusses a series of examples that illustrate

the versatility of the technique.

1.1 Introduction

A certain class of photonic / integrated optical devices is distinguished by the follow-

ing common feature: The optical electromagnetic field can be described adequately

by the propagation and interaction of a few known, or conveniently computable, ba-

sic fields. Traditionally these are the local guided modes supported by the waveguide

channels that constitute the optical circuit. By superimposing the basis modes with

coefficient functions that vary along the associated propagation coordinate, it is then

in many cases straightforward to write a plausible ansatz for the total optical field.

After suitable projection, e.g. using “reciprocity properties” [1], or via variational

restriction [1], one obtains — necessarily approximate — differential equations for
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the amplitudes of the constituting fields. Approaches of this kind are usually labelled

“coupled mode theory” (CMT); we refer to [2–4], and to the textbooks [1, 5–7] for

overviews of the variety of existing formulations. Figure 1.1 gives a schematic im-

pression, in a context of examples, some of which will be discussed later in this

chapter.

?

Fig. 1.1. Coupled mode theory, schematically: Known constituting fields (left) serve to pre-

dict the optical properties of composite circuits (right). Many other combinations (. . .) of con-

stituents and / or circuits are conceivable, which lend themselves to coupled mode modelling.

The conventional CMT equations permit explicit analytical solutions only in special

situations, typically for longitudinally homogeneous systems comprised of a few

waveguides. For other configurations one obtains systems of differential equations

with non-constant coefficients, or coupled systems of higher dimensions, that require

numerical means for their solution. In all cases the interaction of the basic fields can

be examined by inspecting the evolution of CMT amplitudes, given either through

explicit expressions, or as a numerical representation of the amplitude evolutions.

According to the collection of “selected papers on coupled-mode theory in guided-

wave optics” [4] (SPIE Milestone Series, 1993), the existing methods for linear

structures can be classified by the terms “codirectional” CMT, covering the unidi-

rectional guided light propagation along closely spaced, more or less parallel wave-

guide cores, and “contradirectional” CMT, which concerns the waves in corrugated

channels (waveguide gratings). As all these techniques rely on a common spatial

propagation coordinate, and relate to the frequency domain Maxwell equations, one

might denote them as “spatial CMT” or “frequency domain CMT”. Note that the

requirement of this common propagation coordinate, although successful, appears

to be decidedly unnatural in some instances, e.g. in the case of optical microring

resonators coupled to straight waveguides [8, 9].

With intensifying interest in optical cavities in the late 1990s (the keyword “cavity”

is not being mentioned in the index of [4]), a variant of coupled mode theory was

proposed for the field of waveguide optics, where time plays the role of the propa-

gation coordinate [10], to be denoted as “coupled modes in time” or “time domain

CMT”. Emphasis here is in the modelling of systems of coupled cavities, and the
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exploration of optical filter functionalities that might be realizable with these sys-

tems [11–14]. Localized resonances serve as basis fields; waveguide channels are

taken into account merely as power outlets. Coupling coefficients can be calculated

explicitly, in principle, by means of power balance argument from their counterparts

in a frequency-domain-CMT-description [11].

In particular this later time-domain CMT variant, but also the former spatial CMT,

are frequently seen to be used as “mere” phenomenological models. Certain quan-

tities in the equations are not rigorously linked to Maxwell’s equations, to the basis

fields whose interaction is discussed, nor to the underlying structure, i.e. coupling

coefficients are treated as fit-parameters.

Despite the attractiveness to obtain efficient, interpretable, and quantitative low-

dimensional models, when it comes to ab initio1 simulations of 3-D real-life de-

vices, the techniques are seemingly hardly ever applied in a rigorous way. A few

instances are found in [15–17] (codirectional CMT applied to configurations with

several multimode channels; guided wave interaction in anisotropic, magnetooptic

waveguides), [18,19] (CMT for the interaction between photonic crystal waveguides

and optical fibers, extreme refractive index contrasts), and [20] (bent and straight

channels, horizontal and vertical coupling, fully vectorial). This is the more remark-

able as methods to calculate the basis fields, mode solvers for dielectric optical chan-

nels [21,22], and / or solvers for the resonant eigenmodes of optical cavities, are part

of several commercial packages for simulations in photonics / electrodynamics (cf.

e.g. [23–26]). The quite general approach as outlined in this chapter can be expected

to constitute a straightforward extension of these mode solver packages, in principle.

1.1.1 Hybrid analytical / numerical coupled mode theory

A motivation can be found in the unification of the formerly different, partly distinct

formulations of the variants of CMT. To this end we restrict the discussion exclu-

sively to the frequency domain, and we give up the notion of a common propagation

coordinate, and consequently of differential coupled mode equations. Instead, the

coupled amplitudes, each a function of the respective modes’ own “natural” propa-

gation coordinate, are being discretized through 1-D finite elements. Localized res-

onances can enter with single unknown coefficients. Then a variational (Galerkin)

procedure is applied that leads to a dense, but small-size, linear system of equa-

tions, which is solved numerically for the modal amplitudes. The possibility to in-

spect their functional behaviour is thus preserved. The name “Hybrid analytical /

numerical” CMT (HCMT) refers to the analytical, low dimensional (i.e. involving

few unknowns) modelling of the problems in terms of superpositions of known basis

modes, and to the numerical procedures that are employed to discretize any unknown

functions and to solve the resulting systems.

1 The term ab initio is here used to indicate simulations that predict the optical electromag-

netic field for given structural data (geometry, material properties, and excitation, if appli-

cable), without any further fit parameters.
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The approach has been proposed in [27] for a series of circuits with rectangu-

lar refractive index distributions, including a crossing of perpendicular waveguide

channels, a waveguide-Bragg reflector, and systems of coupled square microcavi-

ties [27,28]. HCMT models of composite micro-ring or -disk circuits, based on either

the bend modes supported by curved channels or interfaces, or on the whispering-

gallery modes of entire circular cavities, have been discussed in [29,30]. Section 1.2

reviews the abstract theory. Prototypes for the constituting elements are introduced,

followed by an outline of the generic solution procedure, and a discussion of imple-

mentational details. A series of 2-D examples with increasing complexity has been

selected for Section 1.3, to highlight different aspects of the theoretical approach, and

to provide benchmarks. Section 1.4 concludes with a few remarks on the (ongoing)

implementation in 3-D.

1.2 Theoretical background

The homogeneous Maxwell equations in the frequency domain are considered, for

the optical electric field E and magnetic fieldH:

∇×H − iωǫ0ǫE = 0 , −∇×E − iωµ0H = 0 . (1.1)

Both fields oscillate ∼ exp(iωt) with angular frequencyω = kc = 2πc/λ, specified

by the vacuum wavelength λ, for vacuum wavenumber k = 2π/λ, vacuum speed of

light c, vacuum permittivity ǫ0, and vacuum permeability µ0. We restrict the discus-

sion to linear, lossless, and nonmagnetic dielectric media with relative permeability

µ = 1, spatially varying relative permittivity ǫ = n2, and refractive index n.

Given some specific scattering problem in the form of a refractive index distribution,

wavelength parameter, and a specification of excitation conditions, some good idea

about the internal working of the circuit forms the starting point for the HCMT anal-

ysis. One needs to identify the constituting elements that later establish the template

for the overall field. Typically, these are the guided, or at least well confined, modes

supported by the optical channels in the device, at the frequency in question, and / or

some local resonances associated with any cavities in the device, in a frequency

range of interest. We’ll discuss typical examples in the following paragraphs. One

needs to be aware that this field template determines the answers that can be ex-

pected from the model: One can, e.g., not expect information on radiative losses, if

the template consists of lossless guided modes only. Obviously, these constituting

fields need to be easily accessible, i.e. should be reliably computable (or be given,

in 2-D, analytically). Computation of these modes requires, in turn, the specification

of a permittivity distribution for a “part” of the total structure. In cases where that

definition of a “separate” channel, or of an “individual” cavity is not obvious (cf.,

e.g., the discussion in [20]), one should select a permittivity function that satisfies

the symmetry requirements for the respective modal analysis, and that is as close as

possible to the permittivity of the full structure.
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1.2.1 Straight waveguides

Figure 1.2 introduces a typical, schematic geometry for a straight waveguide channel.

We look at one particular guided mode with vectorial profile (Ẽ, H̃) (this concerns

all six — not necessarily nonzero — electric and magnetic field components), and

real propagation constant β.

x

z

β, (Ẽ, H̃)
Fig. 1.2. Straight waveguide: A guided mode propagates

along the longitudinal axis z, with propagation constant β
and an electromagnetic profile Ẽ, H̃ , that depends on the

cross-section coordinates x, y.

If undisturbed, the mode propagates down the channel with an amplitude of constant

magnitude. This relates to a field of the form

ψ(x, y, z) =

(

Ẽ

H̃

)

(x, y) exp(−iβz). (1.2)

The presence of other parts of the circuit might change the magnitude and phase of

the local amplitude. Hence we introduce an — at present unknown — function f(z)
of the “natural” propagation coordinate z of the mode. One thus assumes that the

mode in question contributes to the overall electromagnetic field with a field of the

form

(

E

H

)

(x, y, z) = f(z)ψ(x, y, z). (1.3)

At this point we switch to numerics. The primary unknown f is being discretized

using finite elements. We outline briefly the most simple version of an equidistant

discretization with 1-D elements of first order. By considering the positioning of the

waveguide in the circuit, an interval [z0, zN ] has to be identified, outside of which the

amplitude can be assumed to be constant, due to the absence of potential interaction

with other fields. We divide that interval into N pieces of length ∆z = (zN − z0)/N
each, with nodal points zj = z0 + j∆z. Piecewise linear element functions

αj(z) =







(z − zj−1)/∆z if zj−1 ≤ z ≤ zj ,
(zj+1 − z)/∆z if zj ≤ z ≤ zj+1,

0 otherwise,

for j = 0, . . . , N, (1.4)

are introduced, with the exceptions that α0(z) = 1 if z ≤ z0, and αN (z) = 1 if

zN ≤ z. At the interior nodal points j = 1, . . . , N − 1, these are standard “triangle”

functions with a support of length 2∆z; the elements α0 and αN , with nodal points
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at the boundaries of the computational interval, are constant with value 1 in the half-

infinite exterior intervals. We expand the amplitude function into the elements as

f(z) =

N
∑

j=0

fj αj(z), (1.5)

introducing the coefficients fj as new, discrete, unknowns. The contribution of the

particular mode of the straight waveguide has now been given the form

(

E

H

)

(x, y, z) =
N
∑

j=0

fj [αj(z)ψ(x, y, z)] . (1.6)

This template incorporates the “boundary conditions” for the present part of the

problem, i.e. it shows the proper field behaviour in the exterior regions, where we

assumed the interaction to vanish: The mode in question propagates with constant

amplitude f0 as an incoming field for z < z0. Note that f0 is actually a given quan-

tity, specifying the external excitation of that particular mode. For z > zN , (1.6) is a

pure outgoing mode with amplitude fN , which represents the — as of yet unknown

— modal output of our channel.

Note that one expression of the form (1.6), with a separate set of discrete unknowns,

and individual initial values, must be included into the overall template (1.13) for

each individual mode that might become relevant. Typically this might concern

modes of higher order, if supported by the waveguide in question, and modes of

both directions of propagation (different signs of propagation constants, different

signs of certain components of the vectorial mode profiles), if a bidirectional model

is desired.

1.2.2 Bent channels, or curved interfaces

Bent channels are most conveniently described in polar / cylindrical coordinates.

Figure 1.3 introduces a typical geometry, here with radius R. We consider one par-

ticular bend mode with vectorial electromagnetic profile (Ẽ, H̃) and angular propa-

gation constant γ, i.e., a field of the form

ψ(r, θ, y) =

(

Ẽ

H̃

)

(r, y) exp(−iγRθ). (1.7)

For sufficiently small radius, and sufficiently large refractive index contrast, this

could also concern a mode supported by the radially outermost interface only. Note

that the definition of the bend radius R is, to some degree, arbitrary, and that it influ-

ences the value of the angular wavenumber γ [31].
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x

θ

z

0

R

γ, (Ẽ, H̃)

r

Fig. 1.3. A curved waveguide with radius R (outer rim).

Cylindrical coordinates r, θ, y are introduced. A bend mode

with profile (Ẽ, H̃), depending on the transverse coordi-

nates r, y, propagates along the bend with complex angular

propagation constant γ.

Suppose that the bend mode interacts with other parts of the circuit only weakly, such

that it is a good approximation to assume that its contribution to the overall field is

of the form

(

E

H

)

(r, θ, y) = t(θ)ψ(r, θ, y), (1.8)

with an unknown amplitude t, here a function of the angular variable θ, the “natural”

propagation coordinate of the bend mode.

Consider now a configuration [29] where a full 2π-length of the bend channel serves

as a circular cavity. For the complex, in general non-integer, exponent γR, the mode

field (1.7) exhibits a discontinuity at θ = 0, 2π, which, in principle, could be com-

pensated by an equally discontinuous amplitude function t. We prefer, however to

remove the phase mismatch after one roundtrip, and the decay in amplitude, from

the fixed part (1.7) of the template, by replacing the exponential term by an expres-

sion exp(−iκRθ), with a real constant

κ = floor(Re γR+ 1/2)/R , (1.9)

such that the integer number κR matches as closely as possible the angular phase

gain of the bend mode. Here floor(x) is the largest integer smaller than x. Then,

besides the interaction with other fields, the complex amplitude t also covers further

phase variations, as well as the bend mode losses, both of which can be expected to

be smooth at the transition 2π → 0.

Just as for the straight channel, the bend mode amplitude function t(θ) is now be-

ing discretized into 1-D finite elements, for the full circle θ ∈ [0, 2π], introducing

discrete coefficients tj . Expressions analogous to Eq. (1.4) apply, where the element

functions αj(θ) with nodes at θ = 0 and θ = 2π are identified. This implies that all

coefficients are actual unknowns; the cavity is being excited through the interaction

with other fields in the circuit. The contribution of the bend mode to the overall field

is then of the form

(

E

H

)

(r, θ, y) =
∑

j

tj [αj(θ)ψ(r, θ, y)] . (1.10)
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Also here, for some particular bent channel, one might need to include more than

one contribution of the form (1.10) in the overall template (1.13), e.g., to take bend

modes of higher order into account, or to model bidirectional propagation.

1.2.3 Cavities

Our circuit might include pieces that support localized resonances. Typical exam-

ples are the whispering-gallery-modes (WGMs) of a circular cavity [30, 32] as in

Figure 1.4. We focus on one of the eigenmodes with electromagnetic profile

ψ(r, θ, y) =

(

Ẽ

H̃

)

(r, θ, y) (1.11)

and eigenfrequency ωc, conventionally specified in terms of the resonance wave-

length λr = 2πc/Reωc, the Q-factor Q = Reωc/(2Imωc), and the ratio ∆λ =
λr/Q, which corresponds to the linewidth (full-width at half maximum) of the out-

going radiation [33].

x
z

θ
r

0R

(Ẽ, H̃)

Fig. 1.4. A circular cavity with radius R supports a reso-

nance with profile (Ẽ, H̃), depending on the local cylindri-

cal coordinates r, θ, y. The field oscillates in time with its

own complex eigenfrequency.

The resonance can be expected to contribute significantly to our sought-after solution

of Eqs. (1.1), if the real part of its complex eigenfrequency ωc happens to be reason-

ably close to the given real angular frequency ω. Continuous-wave interaction with

other parts of the circuit, at that frequency, will then excite the resonance with some

amplitude c, unknown at present (note that this concerns stationary fields; transient

effects are not covered by these models). We thus write a contribution to the overall

field in the form of the mode profile (1.11), multiplied by the coefficient c:

(

E

H

)

(r, θ, y) = c [ψ(r, θ, y)] . (1.12)

As before, a separate expression, here with only one unknown each, needs to be

written for each resonance that is to be included in the HCMT model. That might

concern WGMs with a reversed direction of propagation, with close-by angular or-

der, or modes of higher radial order.
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1.2.4 Coupled mode field template

Depending on the positioning and orientation of any straight channels, bent channels,

or cavities within the given circuit, the field templates (1.6), (1.10), and (1.12) are to

be transformed from the previous local coordinates to the global system of the circuit.

One observes that all these expressions are of the same form of a discrete sum over

known fields, the terms in square brackets, with coefficients that are mostly unknown,

and partly given, i.e. are related to external excitation. After the transformation, and

after renaming the contributions, we thus obtain the following abstract, general field

template in the form of a sum over “modal elements”:

(

E

H

)

(x, y, z) =
∑

k

ak

(

Ek

Hk

)

(x, y, z). (1.13)

Here the index k runs over the finite element indices, for all modes, for all channels,

and the resonances of all cavities in the model. The modal elements (Ek,Hk), the

terms in square brackets in (1.6), (1.10), and (1.12), combine the mode profiles, with

related exponential dependences on the propagation coordinate, and the finite ele-

ment functions, in case of a mode of a straight or bent channel. Any resonant fields

serve directly as a modal element.

1.2.5 Projection & algebraic procedure

What remains to be determined are the unknown coefficients in the general expansion

(1.13). We apply a procedure of Galerkin type [27, 30], borrowed from the realm of

finite-element numerics. The Maxwell equations (1.1) are multiplied by trial fields

F , G, and integrated over a suitable computational domain. This leads to a weak

form of Eqs. (1.1). For reasons that become apparent in Section 1.2.7, it is here

written as

∫∫∫

A(F ,G;E,H) dx dy dz (1.14)

− ω

∫∫∫

B(F ,G;E,H) dx dy dz = 0 for all F ,G,

where

A(F ,G;E,H) = F ∗ · (∇×H)−G∗ · (∇×E) , (1.15)

B(F ,G;E,H) = iǫ0ǫF
∗ ·E + iµ0G

∗ ·H . (1.16)

Next we insert the generalized template (1.13) for E, H , and restrict Eq. (1.14) to

the set of modal elements (F ,G) ∈ {(Ek,Hk)}. This leads to a system of linear

equations of the form
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∑

k

(Alk − ωBlk) ak = 0 , for all l (1.17)

with “overlaps” of modal elements

Alk =

∫∫∫

A(El,H l;Ek,Hk) dx dy dz , (1.18)

Blk =

∫∫∫

B(El,H l;Ek,Hk) dx dy dz . (1.19)

In matrix form, with the coefficients ak collected into a vector a = (u, g), and

ordered such thatu represents the actual unknowns, while g corresponds to the given

excitation, and with the matrix elements (1.18) arranged accordingly, the system

(1.17) can be written

[(

Auu Aug

Agu Agg

)

− ω

(

Buu Bug

Bgu Bgg

)](

u

g

)

= 0 , or (1.20)

Kuu = −Kgg with Ku =

(

Auu − ωBuu

Agu − ωBgu

)

, Kg =

(

Aug − ωBug

Agg − ωBgg

)

. (1.21)

The matrix in Eq. (1.20) is square, thus the last system (1.21) is overdetermined.

Hence we solve it in a least squares sense. One obtains, for given input g, the re-

sponse u at a prescribed excitation frequency ω as the solution of

K
†
uKuu = −K

†
uKgg . (1.22)

Here the symbol † denotes the adjoint. The modal output amplitudes u are already

the most interesting results, in many cases. The HCMT approximation to the full

field can be obtained by substituting the values of u and g, or a, for the coefficients

in Eqs. (1.13), or (1.6) (1.10) (1.12). Inspecting the respective amplitude functions

(1.5) can give an impression of the interaction of the coupled modes.

1.2.6 Material dispersion & spectral scans

As this is a frequency domain method, incorporating material dispersion is straight-

forward, provided that suitable material models ǫ(ω) are available. To evaluate the

spectral properties of a device, one needs to repeat the former procedure for varying

angular frequencies ω.

Frequently, however, one is interested in the response of a device on a narrow spec-

tral range, with smooth material dispersion, but with the requirement to resolve fine

spectral details, e.g. to adequately capture resonant features. Even for the 2-D case

the computations can then become lengthy, where most of the effort is spent in re-

peatedly evaluating the modal element overlaps (1.18). A way out can be found by
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observing that, for the given wavelength range, the properties of the basis fields,

i.e. modal profile shapes and propagation constants / eigenfrequencies, and conse-

quently the modal overlaps, change only moderately and smoothly, while any fine

spectral features are due to the solution of the system (1.22). We then adopt the fol-

lowing strategy: The overlap matrices are evaluated for a few (2, 3) representative

wavelengths, and stored. Only the solution of the (small sized) system (1.22), for

interpolated matrices, is repeated for every wavelength sample. More explicit ex-

pressions can be found in [29]; this is observed to be an excellent approximation for

the examples considered.

1.2.7 Eigenfrequencies of composite systems

For circuits that include optical cavities, one might be interested in a means to di-

rectly predict the spectral positions and widths of any resonances [30]. To this end

one looks for — prospectively complex — values ωs where the system

∇×H − iωsǫ0ǫE = 0, −∇×E − iωsµ0H = 0 (1.23)

permits nonzero solutions E, H , subject to boundary conditions of outgoing waves

only. As before, we look for approximate solutions in the form of the HCMT field

template (1.13) for the specific configuration, now without any incoming waves. The

unknown value ωs replaces the former frequency parameter ω. One proceeds along

the steps of Section 1.2.5 up to Eq. (1.20). Only the upper left quadrant of that equa-

tion remains relevant:

Auuu = ωs
Buuu. (1.24)

Eq. (1.24) constitutes a generalized eigenvalue problem for pairs of eigenvectors u

and eigenfrequencies ωs. To distinguish the related fields from the basis fields that

enter the template directly, we shall use the term “supermodes” for these resonances.

One obtains a set of supermodes2, each associated with a complex eigenfrequency

ωs, Q-factorQ = Reωs/(2Imωs), resonance wavelength λr = 2πc/Reωs, linewidth

∆λ = λr/Q, and a supermode profile, which can be accessed by substituting the

respective eigenvector into Eq. (1.13).

This type of analysis takes into account power outlets through bus waveguides if

the CMT template includes the respective modes. The supermode Q-factors and

linewidths then relate to the waves that the composite open cavity sends out through

the access channels. Despite respective statements elsewhere [34], the present vari-

ant of CMT is well capable of evaluating these coupling-induced phase shifts with

adequate accuracy. As an example, Figures 1.10, 1.13 show excellent agreement be-

tween the resonance wavelengths and linewidths associated with the supermodes,

2 There are as many supermodes as there are unknowns in Eq. (1.24), in principle. The rele-

vant ones need to be filtered out, typically by specifying a range of resonance frequencies,

or a maximum level of attenuation.
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and the peaks and dips in the spectral transmission curves. Note that, beyond observ-

ing that agreement, here we do not establish any formal relation between the scans

of the transmission problem, and the supermode analysis. A means to do that could

be to employ variational procedures again, in line with what has been carried out for

1-D problems in [35–37].

1.3 Numerical examples

The examples discussed in this section have been adapted from [27, 29, 30]. The list

of other devices that have been modeled by means of the HCMT approach so far

include waveguide-Bragg-reflectors and -filters [27], resonators with square cavities,

and chains of these [27, 28], double-ring filters with parallel coupled rings [29], and

a series of coupled-resonator optical waveguides (CROWs) with varying numbers of

cavities [29, 30].

All of these are 2-D configurations, which have the advantage that — at least for nu-

merical purposes — exact basis modes are available, and that benchmarking versus

rigorous numerical or quasi-analytical methods is possible with reasonable effort.

The equations given in Section 1.2 apply, with all y-dependences, derivatives with

respect to y, and integrals over y-intervals omitted. Polarized solutions can be ex-

pressed in terms of the principal componentsEy of TE-waves, and Hy of TM-waves.

Note that this concerns comparably large model systems, borrowed from the realm

of “classical” integrated optics / waveguide optics, not from “nanophotonics”.

Partly with the intention to assess the validity of the method, we select parameters

that refer to structures with substantial refractive index contrast. CMT approaches

(at least the variant discussed here) certainly need not be restricted to “low contrast”

configurations.

Our C++ -implementation relies on the routine libraries of [38, 39]. Rigorous quasi-

analytical (quadri-directional eigenmode propagation, QUEP [38, 40], rectangular

structures) or numerical solvers (finite-difference-time-domain, FDTD, commercial

[23]; finite element method FEM, commercial [24]) have been used for benchmark-

ing. For the fast computation of spectral HCMT data for Figures 1.10 and 1.13, the

interpolation procedure as outlined in Section 1.2.6 [29] has been applied.

The modal element overlaps (1.18) are evaluated numerically by Gaussian quadra-

ture [41], applied, as far as possible, piecewise in case of non-smooth fields at di-

electric interfaces. For the templates that include bend modes (1.7) or localized

resonances (1.11), the extension of the computational window must be suspected

to be the most relevant among the computational parameters. For the example of

Figure 1.10(a), enlarging the window from the original (20 µm)2 to (45 µm)2 leads

to hardly any visible change of the transmission curves. The FEM-stepsizes of the

discretized amplitude functions for modes of straight- and bent waveguides have
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been selected such that the overall results, on the scale of the figures as given, appear

to be converged.

1.3.1 Single waveguide

We start with a model of the single straight waveguide of Figure 1.5, intended as a

check for consistency. There are potential alternative formulations with differences

in the field template, or in the algebraic procedure (cf. the remarks in [1,27]), that do

not work as the formalism adopted here. The CMT template is of the form Eq. (1.3),

including the fundamental forward propagating mode only, with an input amplitude

f0 = 1, and with the amplitude function discretized over the range z ∈ [−20, 20]µm

at a stepsize ∆z = 2 µm. The computational window z ∈ [< −20, > 20]µm,

x ∈ [−3, 3]µm for evaluating the modal overlaps (1.18) covers the transverse mode

profile extension sufficiently.

−30 −20 −10 0 10 20 30

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

z [µm] 

f

Re

Im

Fig. 1.5. A symmetric straight singlemode slab; complex HCMT amplitude f as a function

of the propagation coordinate z. The inset shows a snapshot of the optical field, the principal

component Ey of the TE polarized wave. Parameters: vacuum wavelength λ = 1.55 µm,

refractive indices 3.4 (core) and 1.45 (background), core thickness 0.2 µm. [27]

The present algorithm responds with the adequate constant amplitude, that relates

to the unperturbed propagation of the modal wave along the channel. Note that the

FE stepsize ∆z is much larger than the wavelength of λ/Neff = 0.57 µm associated

with the mode with effective index Neff = 2.703 (This same result can actually

be achieved with a discretization of f into 2 elements only). In cases where the

amplitude functions change only slowly along their respective coordinates, the modal

elements cover the rapid oscillations of the optical fields, while the 1-D FE mesh only

needs to resolve the slow variation of the amplitude.
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1.3.2 Two straight parallel waveguides

Two parallel evanescently coupled waveguide cores constitute the “classical” CMT

problem. Figure 1.6 introduces a corresponding structure. We use a HCMT template

of the form

(

E

H

)

(x, y, z) = f1(z)ψ1(x, y, z) + f2(z)ψ2(x, y, z), (1.25)

that includes the fundamental forward propagating modes ψ1, ψ2 of the separate

cores, with their natural exponential dependence on z, as basis fields.

The amplitude functions f1, f2 are discretized over an interval z ∈ [−20, 20]µm

with a stepsize ∆z = 0.5 µm. We specify amplitudes f1(−20) = 1, f2(−20) = 0,

i.e. all power is concentrated in waveguide (1) at the input. Due to the lateral mode

overlap, constant mode amplitudes violate Eqs. (1.1), in contrast to the configuration

of Section 1.3.1. Therefore here the computational window z ∈ [−20, 20]µm, x ∈
[−3, 3]µm has to be restricted to the longitudinal FE interval. Figure 1.6 summarizes

some results of the present model.
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Fig. 1.6. Two coupled parallel waveguides. (a): coupling length Lc versus the gap width g.

Continuous lines correspond to the exact length; circles indicate the present HCMT results;

dashed lines (mostly shadowed by the HCMT data) are computed with a “conventional” CMT

approach [1, 15]. TE and TM waves are considered. (b), for a gap g = 0.25 µm, TE polar-

ization: amplitude functions f1 and f2 for the fields associated with the the upper (index 2)

and lower cores (index 1), real and imaginary parts (top) and absolute squares (bottom). The

uppermost panel shows a time snapshot of the real, physical field. Parameters are as given for

Figure 1.5: refractive indices nb = 1.45, ng = 3.4, core thickness w = 0.2 µm, vacuum

wavelength λ = 1.55 µm. [27]

The HCMT model reproduces the well known periodic coupling process. The data

for the half-beat or coupling length Lc is here determined as the distance between

subsequent extrema in the z-dependence of |f1|
2 and |f2|

2, as shown for a particular
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configuration in Figure 1.6(b). Panel (a) comparesLc, as a function of the coupler gap

g, with exact values3. One finds excellent agreement for large gaps. More pronounced

deviations are observed at narrower g for the less regular TM polarized fields (The

derivatives of their principal magnetic components are discontinuous at the layer

interfaces).

The plot also shows curves originating from “traditional” CMT analysis, i.e. relating

to the solution of suitable differential coupled mode equations [1, 15]. These latter

curves coincide almost perfectly with the present data. Hence, the HCMT approach

described here provides directly a finite element solution of the differential equations

that emerge in conventional CMT formulations.

1.3.3 Waveguide crossing

Given some experience with “traditional” CMT variants, one would hardly expect

that some similar procedures could be applicable4 to the waveguide crossing as in-

troduced in Figure 1.7. For the present parameters, the horizontal channel supports

one guided mode per polarization, while the vertical channel is multimode, depend-

ing on its width v.

For guided wave excitation in the horizontal channel, one expects the following be-

haviour: The input power will be partly reflected into the input channel, it will be

partly transmitted to the outlet straight ahead, and part of the power will be carried

upwards and downwards by one of the guided modes of the vertical core. Omitting

any radiated fields5, a plausible template for the global electromagnetic field includes

bidirectional guided modes6of different orders, if applicable, for both the horizontal

and the vertical channel:

(

E

H

)

(x, y, z) = f(z)ψf(x, y, z) + b(z)ψb(x, y, z)

+
∑

m

um(x)ψu
m(x, y, z) +

∑

m

dm(x)ψd
m(x, y, z). (1.26)

3 One regards the entire structure as one composite waveguide with three interior layers

that supports, per polarization, two “supermodes” of different parity with slightly different

propagation constants β0 and β1. These determine the coupling length as Lc = π/|β0 −
β1|. The supermodes are computed by a solver (cf. e.g. [42]) for the modes of dielectric

multilayer slabs.
4 Certainly we do not intend to recommend the HCMT approach as the “method of choice”

for this particular waveguide crossing.
5 In special cases radiated fields can also be incorporated [27].
6 Although the forward and backward propagating modes of the same channel share, up to the

signs of certain field components identical profile shapes, the combination of electric and

magnetic parts of the mode profile, as applied here, ensures orthogonality of the directional

modes with respect to a suitable inner product [1, 43] (“power orthogonality”).
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Fig. 1.7. Waveguide crossing: Guided power transmission versus the width v of the vertical

core, HCMT results (dots) and QUEP simulations (lines, reference [40]). PR, PU, PT, PD,

and
∑

j
Pj are the relative power carried by guided modes that leave the crossing through the

left, upper, right, and lower channel, and the sum of these quantities, for unit excitation in the

horizontal channel from the left. Lower panel: power fractions PUm = PDm associated with

vertically outgoing guided modes of order m = 0, 1, 2, 3. Parameters: horizontal waveguide

thickness h = 0.2 µm, TE polarized waves at a vacuum wavelength of 1.55 µm, refractive

indices ng = 3.4 (cores) and nb = 1.45 (background). [27]

Here ψ·
· are mode profiles of the form (1.2) (with the role of the coordinate axes ex-

changed, where necessary). Superscripts f,b identify the forward or backward prop-

agating versions of the mode of the horizontal core, while superscripts u, d and the

subscript m denote the upward or downward travelling m-th order modes of the ver-

tical waveguide. The unknown amplitudes f(z), b(z) and um(x), dm(x) associated

with the modes of the horizontal and vertical channels are functions of their respec-

tive natural propagation coordinates x and z.

We apply the formalism of Section 1.2 with these amplitudes discretized on FE

meshes that cover the intervals z ∈ [v/2 − 1.5 µm, v/2 + 1.5 µm] and x ∈
[w/2 − 1.5 µm, w/2 + 1.5 µm] with stepsizes ∆x = ∆z = 0.025 µm. The inte-

grals (1.18) are evaluated over the computational window x, z ∈ [−4, 4]µm. Initial

amplitudes |f(zl)| = 1, b(zr) = um(xb) = dm(xt) = 0 at the FE-interval bound-

aries zl, zr, xb, xt specify an excitation of the structure from the left by the forward

mode of the horizontal channel.

Figure 1.7 compares the present HCMT results with reference values, obtained by

a rigorous quasi-analytical technique (QUEP, [40]), for crossings with different ver-

tical core width v. The oscillatory behaviour can be attributed to additional guided

modes that are supported by the vertical core with growing v. The agreement be-

tween the HCMT and QUEP data appears reasonable, given the simplicity of the

template (1.26). This template comprises lossless guided modes only. Since no loss
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mechanism of any kind is built in, the HCMT scheme is power conservative, at least

on the scale of the figure. (The power balance can actually serve as an indicator of

convergence.)
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Fig. 1.8. For the crossing of Figure 1.7 with v = 0.45 µm: Field plots (a, b), time snapshots

of the principal component Ey of the TE fields, HCMT simulation (a), and QUEP result (b,

[40], reference). Panels (c) show the amplitude functions f , b of the right- and left-travelling

fundamental modes in the horizontal channel (first column), and functions um, dm of the

upward and downward propagating modes of order m = 0, 1 of the vertical channel (second

and third columns); real parts (dashed), imaginary parts (dash-dotted), and absolute values

(continuous lines) of the complex valued functions. [27]

Figure 1.8 collects results for the crossing with vertical core width v = 0.45 µm.

With the exception of the missing radiative part, the HCMT field (a) covers ade-

quately the guided wave features of the reference field (QUEP, b). Although no di-

rect analytical expressions are available, the HCMT technique still permits one to

inspect the mode evolutions, e.g. it allows one to identify a central region of strong

guided wave interaction, by examining the individual numerically represented modal
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amplitudes7. Figure 1.8(c) shows their dependence on the respective propagation co-

ordinates.

1.3.4 Microresonators with circular cavities

For more than a decade, circuits of integrated optical micro-ring or -disk resonators

have been intensely investigated [44, 45], where modelling techniques of CMT-type

are frequently seen. We test the HCMT technique with the single-cavity filter of

Figure 1.9, for a parameter set adopted from [46] (dimensions are transferred to the

spectral region around 1.56 µm). In line with most other modelling approaches we

restrict the analysis to unidirectional wave propagation.
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Fig. 1.9. A micro-ring filter with a circular cavity, evanescently coupled to two parallel straight

bus waveguides (a). Cartesian coordinates x, z and polar coordinates r, θ apply. Parameters:

refractive indices nb = 1.0 (background), ng = 1.5 (guiding regions), bus waveguides, core

width w = 0.6 µm, gaps g = 0.3 µm, cavity radius R = 7.5 µm, core width d = 0.75 µm. TE

waves from a spectral region around the target wavelength λ ≈ 1.56 µm are considered. Bend

modes ψt (b) or alternatively whispering-gallery resonances ψc (c) contribute to the HCMT

template in the cavity region. Fields for a fundamental bend mode with complex propagation

constant γ/k = 1.294 − i6.5 · 10−6 (b) and a WGM of radial order 0 and angular order

39, with resonance wavelength λr = 1.5637 µm and quality-factor Q = 1.1 · 105 (c) are

shown. [29, 30]

At the target wavelength, the cavity ring supports low-loss bend modes of fundamen-

tal radial order only. Using the ingredients as discussed in Section 1.2, and implying

the relations r(x, z), θ(x, z) between polar and Cartesian coordinates, one readily

writes the following template for the filter device:

(

E

H

)

(x, z) = f(z)ψf(x, z) + b(z)ψb(x, z) + t(θ)ψt(r, θ), (1.27)

7 The overall phase of the solution has been adjusted to exhibit the maximum amplitude of

the standing waves in the field plots Figure 1.8(a, b), therefore f(zl) differs from 1.
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Here ψf, ψb, and ψt are given basis fields of the forms (1.2) and (1.7), associated

with the forward propagating mode of the upper channel, with the backward prop-

agating mode of the lower channel, and with the bend mode that circles the cavity.

These are superimposed with amplitude functions f , b, and t, our primary unknowns.

Alternatively we can model the cavity field in terms of whispering gallery modes

(WGMs). The part of the template that relates to the straight waveguides remains as

before. We add the WGMs supported by the cavity that might become relevant in the

wavelength range of interest. The template then reads:

(

E

H

)

(x, z) = f(z)ψf(x, z) + b(z)ψb(x, z) +
∑

j

cj ψ
c
j(r, θ), (1.28)

Here ψc
j are the resonant field profiles (1.11) of different radial and angular order,

superimposed with — at present unknown — coefficients cj . We apply the HCMT

formalism with f and b discretized on the interval z ∈ [−10, 10] with a stepsize

of ∆z = 0.1 µm, and, in case of the bend mode template (1.27), t discretized on

the interval θ ∈ [0, 2π] with a stepsize ∆z/R. WGMs of fundamental radial order,

and of angular order 37–41 are taken into account for template (1.28). The resulting

systems of linear equations (1.20) are of dimensions 873 (bend modes) and 407
(WGMs), respectively, in both cases with two given initial values.

Figure 1.10(a) compares results from both models, with rigorous numerical data ob-

tained by external solvers. Each transmission resonance can be associated with a

WGM that contributes the strongest to the overall field at the respective wavelength.

One observes an excellent agreement of the two HCMT models, with the numerical

reference data, and also with results from a traditional, differential equation based,

CMT approach [46]. This latter model splits the resonator into two coupler regions,

each with close-by bend and straight waveguide segments, and embeds the coupler

scattering matrices obtained as the solution of CMT equations in an analytic res-

onator description.

Figures 1.11 shows an example of a resonant field pattern generated with the bend

mode HCMT model. Waves propagate clockwise, following external input in the top

left port. The slightly larger intensity in the right half of the cavity, and the levels

of off-resonance power drop Figure 1.10, hint at a certain amount of non-resonant

power transfer, from the upper to the lower bus waveguide. Hence this must be con-

sidered a strongly coupled configuration.

Inspection of the modal amplitudes in panels (b)–(d) of Figure 1.11 quantifies the

wave interaction in the regions of closest approach around z = 0 and θ = 0, π.

Note that this concerns overlaps of non-orthogonal fields; values of f and b above

1 are physically possible. Outside the interaction regions the level |t| appears to be

constant; whilst included in the basis field, the attenuation of the bend mode is not

visible on the scale of the figure. The slight slope of Re t and Im t compensates for

the replacement γ → κ as explained in Section 1.2.2.
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Fig. 1.10. Spectral properties of micro-ring (a) and -disk (b) resonators, with the parameters

of Figure 1.9 (disk: material with refractive index ng fills the ring interior); transmitted and

dropped optical power T , D as a function of the excitation wavelength λ. The plots com-

pare results of different methods. WGM-HCMT (continuous) and BM-HCMT (dash-dotted,

(a) only): HCMT results [29, 30] with templates (1.28) and (1.27), respectively. conv. CMT

(dashed): conventional CMT [46], FEM (dash-dotted, (b) only): commercial finite element

solver [24, 30]. FDTD (markers): finite-difference-time-domain, commercial [23, 30]. The la-

bels given for the resonances refer to the dominant contributing WGM. The marker lines

between the T - and D-panels are positioned at the resonance wavelengths of the separate

WGMs (light grey), and of the HCMT supermodes (black); the lower bars indicate the super-

mode linewidths. [29, 30]

A single WGM as in Figure 1.9, with its rotationally constant power distribution,

leads to exactly the same intensity levels on both sides of the cavity [30]. Our HCMT

model, however, includes several nearby WGMs as well. According to part (b) of

Figure 1.12, although each WGM is clearly excited the strongest at wavelengths

close to its own resonance wavelength, their amplitudes are not quite zero at the

positions of other resonances close-by. These small contributions suffice to realize

the resonant field shown in Figure 1.12(a), with the slight difference in intensity

for ±z, as observed already in Figure 1.11(a). Apparently, the field imbalance can

alternatively be attributed to the interference of neighbouring WGMs.

Part (b) of Figure 1.10 refers to a device with parameters of Figure 1.9, but with the

interior of the ring filled with the high-index medium. The disk cavity then supports,

in the frequency range in question, WGMs of fundamental and first radial order.

Our HCMT template (1.28) includes WGMs (0, 37)–(0, 43) and (1, 32)–(1, 38); the

transmission resonances in Figure 1.10(b) are labelled accordingly. We still observe

a satisfying agreement with the numerical reference data, with moderately larger

deviations at the positions of the first order WGMs. This could be attributed to the

the larger radial extent of the WGM(1, . ) fields, leading to a stronger overlap with

the straight cores, i.e. to a global field approximation with more pronounced violation

of Eqs. (1.1).
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Fig. 1.11. For the micro-ring filter of Figure 1.10(a), bend mode based model: resonance at

λ = 1.5621 µm. (a): Field pattern, physical time snapshot and field modulus, principal electric

component Ey of the TE waves. (b)–(d): Coupled mode amplitudes, functions f(z), b(z), and

t(θ) associated with the forward waves in the upper channel, with the backward waves in the

lower channel, and with the cavity bend mode. [29, 30]

When compared to the ring, the curved interface of the disk supports radially fun-

damental WGMs of slightly higher quality (the higher interior refractive index

“pulls” the field inwards). One thus observes transmission resonances with narrower

linewidths. But note that here the interaction between bus waveguides and WGMs

dominates: the WGMs of fundamental radial order interact more efficiently with the

waves in the bus cores, hence they appear with wider transmission peaks than the

WGMs of first radial order, which are originally of lower quality.

While so far we have discussed the spectral properties merely on the basis of the

wavelengths scans of the transmission, the supermode analysis according to Sec-

tion 1.2.7 permits similar conclusions. Respective results are indicated by the mark-

ers above the D panels of Figure 1.10(a, b). Although each WGM (grey lines) can be

associated, by means of proximity of resonance wavelength, with one of the trans-

mission resonances, there is some noticeable deviation in the peak positions. Further,

the linewidth associated with the individual WGMs is much smaller than the widths

of the transmission peaks (cf. [30] for tabulated values). This is rectified by the su-

permode analysis: Based on a template (1.28) that covers WGMs as well as the (here

unidirectional) power outlets through the straight channels, the supermodes exhibit

resonance wavelengths and linewidths that adequately predict the blue-shifted posi-

tions and widths of the transmission peaks.
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Fig. 1.12. WGM-HCMT model of the micro-ring filter of Figure 1.10(a), field (time snapshot

and field modulus, Ey) at a resonance wavelength λ = 1.5622 µm (a), and spectral behaviour

of the HCMT amplitudes cj associated with the individual whispering gallery resonances. The

simulations take the WGMs(0, 37–41) into account. [30]

1.3.5 A 3-ring photonic molecule, excited by a straight waveguide

For our last example we consider an arrangement of three of the cavity rings from

Section 1.3.4, as shown in the schematics of Figure 1.13. The rings are positioned at

the corners of an equilateral triangle, such that the structure is vertically symmetric

with respect to the central horizontal axis. A single vertical straight bus waveguide

is placed close to the leftmost ring. Configurations of this type can function as res-

onant mirrors / reflectors, as predicted by the parametric scattering-matrix model

of [47, 48]. One might view the structure as a photonic “molecule” (if the bus chan-

nel is omitted), constituted by the three rings as photonic “atoms”. Ref. [49] provides

a rigorous integral equation analysis of isolated molecules with emphasis on their

Q-factors (but note that the present example concerns “large” rings, with WGM res-

onances of high angular order, with the excitation through the bus waveguide taken

into account). Further recent studies include a parametric pathway analysis, aiming

at an application as a sensor [50], and experimental observations [51], motivated by

an approximate analytical WGM based description [52]. In this section we will dis-

cuss the respective HCMT results [29,30], again using alternatively the bend mode or

WGM based models for the fields associated with the cavities. Observe that, for this

example, a conventional scattering matrix model, which would require a division of

the structure into separate coupling regions, with well defined connecting waveguide

ports, seems to be neither appropriate nor convenient.
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Obviously, in contrast to Section 1.3.4, a bidirectional model is essentially required.

Suitable templates are formally similar to (1.27) and (1.28): f and b then refer

to the directional, here up- and downward travelling guided modes of the single

bus channel. Contributions related to clockwise and anticlockwise propagating bend

modes [31], or alternatively clockwise and anticlockwise rotating whispering gallery

resonances [30], need to be included for each of the three rings. Our bend mode

and WGM based HCMT models predict the spectral transmission properties of

Figure 1.13.
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Fig. 1.13. A triangular arrangement of coupled rings, accessed by a single bus waveguide.

Parameters are as in Figure 1.9, with equal gaps g between the cores at the points of closest

approach. TE waves are considered. Transmittance T and reflectance R versus the excita-

tion wavelength λ, evaluated with the bend mode based HCMT model (a, b) [29], and with a

WGM based HCMT template (c, d) [30]. The markers above panel (d) indicate the resonance

WGM(0, 39) of an individual ring (single light grey line), the HCMT supermodes (dashed) of

the three-ring molecule, without the bus waveguide (cf. Figure 1.14 for the classification of

resonances), and the supermodes for the entire compound of molecule and waveguide (con-

tinuous, with the associated linewidths).

We look at the spectral region close to the WGM(0, ±39) resonance of a single ring.

The features of Figure 1.13 cover a total wavelength range of about 10 nm, which is

roughly a quarter of the free spectral range of the individual rings. One can expect

that the shapes repeat at the positions of neighbouring resonances in Figure 1.10,

then with dominant WGMs of different angular order.

The HCMT models differ significantly in the numbers of unknowns that are intro-

duced to represent the field of the cavities. For the bend mode based model, each

amplitude function t is discretized on the interval θ ∈ [0, 2π] with a stepsize of
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0.4 µm/R. Six amplitude functions are required, one for each of two directional

bend modes of each ring; hence the field of the three cavities is represented with 708
unknowns. In contrast, for the WGM based template, only 6 coefficients are intro-

duced in total for the two directional WGMs of each ring. Consequently, it comes as

no surprise that also the results differ, most notably in the positions of the resonance

peaks and in the extremal reflectance levels, for the three right-most peaks. Still, the

general spectral features are adequately captured by the much simpler WGM model.

We might thus seek to interpret the resonant features of the transmission spectrum

with the help of the WGM model. To this end we regard the three rings, without

the bus waveguide, as one composite cavity. One expects that, in the present range

of frequencies, the properties of this molecule, are given by the interaction of the

WGMs(0, ±39) associated with the three ring atoms. Hence we use a HCMT tem-

plate that consists of the six WGMs only. The procedure for supermode analysis of

Section 1.2.7 then predicts the six eigenfields of Figure 1.14, associated with the

resonance wavelengths marked in Figure 1.13.
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Fig. 1.14. Supermode profiles of the three-ring molecule, time-snapshots of the standing

wave pattern (large panels) and absolute values (smaller insets) of the principal electric field

component. [30]
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Purely standing waves (angular direction) are observed in all cavities, realized by

clockwise and anticlockwise rotating WGMs with amplitudes of equal magnitude.

The triangular structure is mirror-symmetric with respect to the three axes hinted at

by the thin dashed lines in the field plots. This implies modes with even (e) or odd

parity (o) with respect to each of these axes. Respective labels are given for the pan-

els in Figure 1.14 and the resonance wavelengths in Figure 1.13. One finds a “funda-

mental” supermode (eee) with the longest resonance wavelength / lowest energy that

exhibits the least “strained” profile, i.e. a field that is symmetric across all three lines,

and thus exhibits the lowest curvature. Likewise the supermode (ooo) with the most

“strained” field appears at the shortest wavelength, or at highest energy, respectively.

Further there are two pairs of supermodes, each pair twofold degenerate8. Symmetry

properties can also be discussed for these [30]; Figure 1.14 shows, however, that one

of these modes in each pair appears with only very small relative field levels in the

leftmost cavity.

If one now places the bus channel next to the compound, the incoming waves interact

only with those molecule supermodes that exhibit non-negligible field overlaps with

the bus core. Hence the transmission spectra show only four peaks, not six. Given

the specific type of excitation, the supermodes in the third and fifth panels behave

as nonradiative, “dark” states. In our present model they are degenerate with the

radiating “bright” states of panels two and four. Other types of illumination, or some

small perturbation, might thus produce resonance features of Fano-type [53], here

for a comparably large purely dielectric model system.

1.4 HCMT in 3-D

The formalism as outlined in Section 1.2, as well as the prototypes for field tem-

plates given with the examples, should also be valid directly for 3-D configurations.

The basis fields in the template (1.13) then depend on three coordinates; integrals

in Eq. (1.14) and subsequent expressions need to cover the respective 3-D computa-

tional window. The list of expected challenges and issues, as far as it can be predicted

at this stage, includes:

• For the existing 2-D implementation we can rely on analytical or quasi-analytical

basis fields, and the respective solvers are directly embedded into the HCMT pro-

grams. Contrarily, the 3-D approach requires modes of straight and bend wave-

guides with 2-D cross sections, and resonant profiles of 3-D cavities, as basis

fields. Depending on the complexity of the structures, and on the desired approx-

imation level, already the computation of these basis fields must be considered a

non-trivial task. Although respective modules are commercially available, some

8 The computational setting, with, e.g. the rectangular computational window, and quadrature

rules applied subsequently along the x- and z-coordinates, does not respect the triangular

symmetry, i.e. must be expected to numerically lift the degeneracy.
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non-negligible effort to realize workable interfacing with the HCMT programs is

to be expected. In particular, some effort will be necessary to operate the “exter-

nal” mode solvers in an automated way, avoiding case-dependent user interaction

(e.g. for specifying initial guesses, or limits, for eigenvalues, or to select useful

modes from a batch of numerical eigenfields) as far as possible.

• While the final step in the computations, the solution of the (small scale) sys-

tems (1.22), (1.24) should be cheap, the setup of the respective matrices, i.e. the

evaluation of the modal element overlaps (1.18), will be the largest computational

burden. Ways for efficient integration of the products of the numerically repre-

sented basis fields will have to be found and implemented, using e.g. suitable

interpolation techniques, avoiding redundancy, exploiting specifics of the mode

solvers, making use of the a-priori restricted computational domain of the eigen-

fields, etc.. When employing higher order procedures for numerical quadrature,

discontinuities of certain field components, or of their derivatives, at interfaces

between different media will have to be taken into account. (We have observed

respective effects already in the 2-D implementation.) Note that, for comparable

circuits and field templates, the number of actual unknowns will be the same in

the 2-D and the 3-D setting. Realizing this extremely favorable scaling behaviour

will probably the biggest challenge for the 3-D implementation.

• Considering the variational character of the HCMT scheme [27], we expect that

(even numerically) “exact” solutions to the eigenmode problems for the con-

stituents (channels, cavities) of the structures, will not always be strictly necessary.

The programs will be prepared to digest also approximate basis fields, e.g. merely

semivectorial modes [54, 55] of channel waveguides. The variational / perturba-

tional nature of the technique can be expected to compensate to a certain extent

for errors in the field template. This feature might ease the two former issues in

specific cases.

1.5 Concluding remarks

Obviously, with the major ingredient being a “reasonable” trial field, the HCMT

approach, as discussed here, necessarily relies to a large extent on physical or engi-

neering intuition. The method then allows one to quantify the intuitive description

of the internal workings of the optical circuits; it provides an implementation of the

way that these devices are commonly discussed.

Adopting, for a given structure, a physically plausible field template of the form (1.3),

(1.8), (1.12), or (1.13), respectively, constitutes the major approximation. Starting

with the frequency domain Maxwell equations, once this template has been fixed, no

further heuristics are required to arrive at the desired approximate solutions for the

optical field, irrespective of the specifics of the structure under investigation.

The template (1.13) is of a form that, in principle, also covers rigorous numerical dis-

cretizations of the optical fields. Hence this may be viewed as a numerical finite ele-
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ment (FE) technique with highly specialized, structure-adapted elements (the above

“modal elements”). When refining the FE approximations (1.5), convergence can ob-

viously only be expected up to approximations of the actual solutions of Eqs. (1.1)

in the form of Eqs. (1.3), (1.8), (1.12), with continuous amplitude functions.

Emphasis here is on approximations with very few unknowns, when compared to

standard 2- or 3-D FE settings. As much as possible of the physics is already built

into the modal elements, leading to small or merely moderate sized algebraic sys-

tems (1.21) or (1.24). For the examples in Section 1.3, typical numbers of unknowns

range from less than ten (supermodes of the photonic molecule without bus chan-

nel, expressed through selected WGMs of the individual cavities) to a few hundreds

(amplitude functions for straight and bend channels, discretized by 1-D FEs). Note

that the dimension of these systems scales with the lengths of the channels / with the

number of resonances, rather than with the area (2-D) or volume (3-D) of the com-

putational window required to cover the circuits, as in conventional finite element or

finite difference schemes.

So far we’ve been interested in approximate solutions of the homogeneous system

(1.1), subject to boundary conditions that accommodate the prescribed incoming

(guided) waves, together with arbitrary outgoing waves. (Cf. e.g. [56, 57] or the ap-

pendix of [27] for more formal statements.) While these boundary conditions do not

show up anywhere explicitly in the present formalism, they are built into the template

(1.13) through the appropriate selection of contributing fields.

An alternative “true variational” derivation the formalism [27] starts with a func-

tional representation of the Maxwell curl equations in the frequency domain (1.1),

with additional terms that realize the necessary transparent-influx boundary condi-

tions. Variational restriction [1,58] of that functional to the field template (1.13) then

permits one to establish an algebraic system of equations for the discretized ampli-

tude functions, which differs from Eqs. (1.17) or (1.21). While the comparison gives

virtually identical results for the examples considered, the present scheme obtained

with the Galerkin projection has certain practical advantages [27].

Provided that the basic approximation remains valid, i.e. provided the initial field

template remains appropriate, the supplied basis fields need not necessarily be ex-

act solutions even for parts of the configuration. This might open up ways to con-

veniently estimate the consequences of all kinds of “small” effects, changes to the

permittivity, on the transmission or resonance characteristics of a device. One would

compute basis fields for the channels of a simpler, “unperturbed”, original structure,

then solve the system with the “perturbed”, modified permittivity in Eq. (1.14), or

for a series of these perturbations. The variational trait of the HCMT formalism pro-

vides perturbation theory “for free”. So far we have only taken a peek at the manifold

of possible applications: Ref. [30] shows an example where an HCMT supermode

computation (cf. Section 1.2.7) for a field template with single whispering gallery

modes permits one to evaluate the influence of a change in the core refractive index

of underlying ring cavity on the resonance wavelengths. In that case one can even

state an explicit analytical expression for the perturbation.
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As is common to all CMT variants, beyond certain consistency checks (e.g. the power

balance, reciprocity properties), there is usually no direct possibility for assessing the

accuracy of the simulations. There is no strict guarantee that the approach works in

other regimes of parameters even for the given examples. Still, the examples con-

sidered so far show that the HCMT models adequately cover a range of interesting

structures. Where possible (in particular in 2-D, frequently only with unacceptable

numerical effort — or not at all — in 3-D), benchmarking versus numerical simula-

tions, typically at random for characteristic configurations, can give clues as to how

far the approximate HCMT models can be trusted.
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